discover the secrets of

Alentejo
Alentejo is located in a beautiful region in the south of Portugal, In between the river Tagus and the
Algarve just less than 100 km from Lisbon and only a smooth two hour transfer.
Think magical sunsets golden beaches, lush nature and magnificent lakes. Alentejo is
the largest Portuguese region, yet the most authentic. It’s historical cultural and architectural heritage is
impressive with buildings dating back to the Roman period, mediaeval churches and castles.
To top it off the cuisine is exquisite and the wine is amongst the best in the world,it is possible
to get to know their production process learn more about them and enjoy tasting them.

2 - 3 night sample program – Alentejo Portugal
Ideal group size 15-20 persons (Covid safe)
Touchdown at Lisbon airport where TA DMC Portugal awaits.
Enjoy the thrill of the speedboat and head across the Tagus river
for lunch at one of Alentejos popular resturants.
Transfer to a beautiful hotel in time to relax and enjoy dinner in
understated luxury, surrounded by ancient holm oaks, olive groves
and vineyards. The feeling of being at home is intimately connected
with the sense of belonging to the vastness of the land.
Wake energised and enjoy the hotel with an archaeological tour,
bike tour or pottery workshop. Enjoy a picnic lunch followed by a
visit to the vineyards and wine-tasting. Who doesn’t love a sunset
party, followed by dinner at the ever popular restaurant Sem Fim.
Final full day comprises of a hot air balloon ride and Monsaraz visit
and gin distillery with lunch at a Adega Velha before heading off
on a 4x4 discovery experience.
Dinner at the hotel for the last night and if between (May to
September) why not try a night canoeing tour.
Depart the following morning.

Tailor made programme to meet requirements and budgets.
At this stage no pcr test is required on arrival to Portugal.
TA DMC Portugal offers a different approach to the destination
bringing in all those little touches and great surprises to make your
event memorable.
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